Electron-phonon interactions in the monocations of polyacetylenes.
Electron-phonon interactions in the monocations of trans-polyacetylenes such as C2H4 (2tpa), C4H6 (2tpa), C6H8 (6tpa), and C8H10 (8tpa) are studied. The C-C stretching Ag modes around 1700 cm(-1) afford the largest electron-phonon coupling constants in the monocations of polyacetylenes. However, the C-C bending Ag modes around 1200 cm(-1) afford much smaller electron-phonon coupling constants than the C-C stretching Ag modes around 1700 cm(-1) in the monocations of polyacetylenes. The total electron-phonon coupling constants for the monocations (l HOMO) are estimated to be 0.357, 0.285, 0.281, and 0.279 eV for 2tpa, 4tpa, 6tpa, and 8tpa, respectively. The l HOMO values for polyacetylenes with C 2h geometry hardly change with an increase in molecular size while those for polyacenes with D 2h geometry significantly decrease with an increase in molecular size. The l HOMO values for polyacetylenes are larger than those for polyacenes. The calculated results are rationalized in terms of the phase patterns of the molecular orbitals in detail. The electron transfer in the positively charged polyacetylenes is also discussed. Intramolecular electron mobility (sigma(intra,monocation)) in the positively charged polyacetylenes is estimated to be smaller than those for the positively charged polyacenes. The reorganization energies for the positively charged polyacetylenes are estimated to be larger than those for the positively charged polyacenes. Thus, the larger overlap integrals between two neighboring molecules are needed for the positively charged polyacetylenes to become good conductor than those for positively charged polyacenes. On the other hand, the conditions under which the electron-electron interactions are attractive are more easily realized in the monocations of polyacetylenes than in the monocations of polyacenes. The quality as conducting materials would not significantly depend on the molecular size in the positively charged polyacetylenes, compared with that in the positively charged polyacenes. Multimode problem is also treated in order to investigate how consideration of multimode problem is closely related to the characteristics of the electron-phonon interactions.